Abstract-Data mining is the extraction of present information from high volume of data sets, it's a modern technology. The main intention of the mining is to extract the information from a large no of data set and convert it into a reasonable structure for further use. The social media websites like Facebook, twitter, instagram enclosed the billions of unrefined raw data. The various techniques in data mining process after analyzing the raw data, new information can be obtained. Since this data is active and unstructured, conventional data mining techniques may not be suitable. This survey paper mainly focuses on various data mining techniques used and challenges that arise while using it. The survey of various work done in the field of social network analysis mainly focuses on future trends in research.
I. INTRODUCTION
ata mining is a powerful tool which will facilitate to seek out hidden patterns and various relationship between the data. Data processing discovers hidden facts from massive databases. The overall objective of the data mining technique is to extract information from a huge data set and transform it into a comprehensible structure for more use.  To process huge total of data in a timely manner , decision tree-based and a k-means algorithms are used. This research work provides a lot of present appraisal and updates of social media network analysis .In this Literature works are reviewed supported dissimilar aspects of social networks. This work helps to studies the relevancy of the techniques and idea of web mining for social networks analysis, and reviews the connected literature concerning web mining and social networks. Data mining have several challenges during this analysis field to be resolve with improvement.
